Early notification called key to approval of new Lake Michigan layout

By PETER BLAIS
PETOSKEY, Mich. — Approaching every organization and government agency to identify their potential concerns about Bay Harbor early in the planning process was the key to gaining approval for the potentially spectacular golf course community along the shores of northern Lake Michigan, according to one of the developers.

"Our idea was to find out everyone's concerns beforehand," CMS Land Co. President Rodger Kershner said.

"We contacted the local governments, state Department of Natural Resources and local environmental groups before we put pencil to paper. We wanted to find out what they were interested in and what they would not negotiate on. Then we built our plan around their requirements."

Their plans, which were approved by DNR and the state attorney general July 11, include a 27-hole Art Hills-designed course, 500-slip marina, yacht club, hotel, shopping center and 1,000 home sites.

Construction on the first nine holes along a portion of the 5-1/2-mile frontage on Little Traverse Bay was scheduled to begin in late July. Plans are to open nine holes every summer between 1996-1998.

The developers include CMS Land (a subsidiary of Consumers Power Co.), Detroit real estate developer David Johnson and the Kircher family (operators of nearby Boyne Mountain and Boyne Highlands resorts).

In addition to their early research, Kershner said developers benefited from the fact that the course will occupy the site of an abandoned Penn-Dixie quarry and cement plant.

"The local agencies wanted the plant taken down, public access to the lake shore made available at either end of the project and the dust from the abandoned kilns taken care of," Kershner said. "DNR was mainly concerned about controlling runoff from the old plant into the lake and that an environmentally safe project replace the old facility.

"It's as much to David's credit as anyone that we ultimately submitted a plan everyone could buy into. Getting everyone involved early just seems like common sense, but it's not always done."
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A Great New Marker
At A Great New Price.

Introducing Fore-Par's Newest Anti-Rebound Tee Marker.

Here's great news from Fore-Par! We've added a new, smaller, lightweight, personalized marker to our popular anti-rebound elasto marker line. Easier to handle and move, these Fore-Par originals, along with all Fore-Par elasto markers, feature replaceable metal spikes and the same indestructible quality that has become a Fore-Par tradition. We've even created special pricing to give you greater value and more marker for your money. It's no wonder superintendents around the world choose Fore-Par. So equip your golf course with the greatest markers and accessories ever made.

Call for your free Fore-Par catalog and tee marker pricing today.

Golf course plans stalled for Illinois airport property

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — A strip of airport-owned land lies dormant here as the city, Airport Authority and Denver-based developer Golf One try to settle on plans for a municipal golf course.

Originally conceived in 1990 as a 34-hole facility slated for 160 acres off Sangamon Road, the proposed course has seen the price tag balloon to $6.4 million. The Federal Aviation Administration didn't help matters when it insisted the local Airport Authority fork over $328,000 for the parcel because it wouldn't be used for aviation.

The deal looked dead as a door nail after differences arose over Golf One's proposed management fee, according to Airport Authority Chairman Don Bangert. Golf One and the city haven't communicated since March.

However, City Commissioner Phil Spengler insists the deal is not dead. He said it's possible the airport could approach another developer — it never signed a contract with Golf One — or enlist a different firm to manage the course.

Spengler said the city will take up the matter again this fall.

Legislature okay's second links for Okla. state park

DURANT, Okla. — The state Senate has approved issuing $3 million in state revenue bonds to build an 18-hole golf course and clubhouse at Lake Texoma state park.

The project is expected to boost tourism, which is so vital to the economy in the southeastern part of the state.

The existing 18-hole layout turns 45,000 rounds annually, which led park officials to request the extra funds for a second championship course.

Construction is expected to begin later this year.